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About 143 Ib. of tar was extracted per ton of coal used In
the producer, whilst the approximate figures show that an
of 1-39 Ib. of coal was used per B.H.P.-hour.    As
ran for 24 consecutive days without shutting down,
it is evident that continuity of operation could be practically
achieved.
The whole of these tests go to show the great fuel economy
by the use of gas plant as contrasted with steam-
Another feature in which the gas plant has the advan-
is in the smallness of the stand-by losses.   When a boiler
is	up for the night it consumes a Tery much larger
of coal during the period of banking than a produce*
of the same output would require.   Actual measurements
of	nature  are  recorded  by  Mr. Dowson  in his book
on Producer Gas,  and it was found that in the case of
power, the consumption of fuel per standing hour
71-5 Ib., and in the case of gas power, 3-5 Ib. only, which
a ratio of about 20 to 1.     And since each of these figures
is tie	of several tests, they are not open to the criticism
that they represent isolated cases only.
It will be of advantage to record at this point what are
the chief objects to be achieved in the aesign and working
of producer plant—
(a) A. fairly deep fuel bed should be allowed for, otherwise
the air may blow through in thin places, and so lead
to local variations in the temperature.
{&) Provision of some sort must be made to prevent caking
or eavitation of the fuel.
(c) Fuel must be fed in and ashes removed in such a way
as not to render the process discontinuous or inter-
mittent.
(<f) Leakage of gas from pressure producers must at all
costs be avoided, as the gas contains a large pro-
portion of poisonous CO.
There are a.good many makes of pressure producer plant,
k© adaptable for by-product recovery.    Among
tto	one of the most prominent types is the Mond pro-

